School of Biochemistry Seminar Series
Spring Term 2018/2019

Seminars are held on Thursdays at 1pm in C42, Biomedical Sciences Building, except for the seminar on Feb 14th, which will be held at 12pm in C42

31st January  Professor Serge Mostowy – Imperial College London
Use of the cytoskeleton to control Shigella infection
Hosted by Mark Dodding

7th February  Lionel Clarke OBE
Bioeconomy strategy 2018 to 2030
Co-hosted by Bristol BioDesign Institute, Dr Andy Boyce

14th February  Dr Mark Dodding – Bristol
Lister Prize Seminar
Hosted by Kate Nobes

21st February  Professor Emma Raven – School of Chemistry, Bristol
The role of heme in biology – catalysis, structure and biological regulation
Hosted by Marc Van der Kamp

28th February  TBC

7th March  Dr Kyra Campbell – University of Sheffield
Cell Plasticity: Learning from tissue morphogenesis to tackle tumour progression
Hosted by Helen Weavers

14th March  Building the cilium with ATP-driven molecular motors
Dr Anthony Roberts – Birkbeck University of London

21st March  Professor John Christodoulou – UCL
Protein folding on the ribosome: some structural insights
Hosted by Ian Collinson

28th March  Dr Qian Wu – Astbury Centre, University of Leeds
The mechanism of DNA repair by non-homologous end Joining pathway
Hosted by Mark Dillingham

Please contact Mark Dodding and Marc Van der Kamp at bioc-seminars@bristol.ac.uk with any queries or suggestions for future speakers.